Alcohol Ink and Masking Fluid
Upper Primary / Secondary

LESSON PLAN
Alcohol Ink and Masking Fluid
TITLE:
YEAR LEVELS: Upper Primary / Secondary
TIME FRAME: 2 X 1 Hour Lessons

LEARNING GOALS
Learn about how to use masking fluid in artworks
Develop drawing skills with new mediums

ACTIVITY BREAKDOWN
Lesson 1
Students look at artists who emphasise line work in their art. Students can also discuss resist type
artworks and their aesthetic qualities.
Show students how to apply masking fluid and alcohol ink over the top. Show them how to remove
the masking fluid once the ink is dry. Students design their own artwork emphasising the use of line.
Lesson 2

SKILLS
In this lesson students will experiment with alcohol inks
and masking fluid. Students will draw a line based image
using masking fluid and then experiment with alcohol inks
over the line work they have created. Once the image is
dry students will remove the masking fluid to complete
their drawing.

MATERIALS
Alcohol ink
Masking Fluid pen
Mineral / photo paper
Adhesive sponge

Supporting teachers in creative education

Students draw their design on mineral/ photo paper using masking fluid. Once the design is
complete allow the fluid to dry for 5 minutes. Apply alcohol ink over the masking fluid to cover the
whole sheet of paper (this can be achieved with dropper bottles or spray bottles for better
coverage). Ensure the ink is not applied too thickly or it will take time to dry and be harder to
remove the masking fluid underneath.
Wait for ink to dry (Approx 10 minutes). Use an adhesive sponge to wipe away the masking fluid.

REFLECTION / EXTENSION
Reflection: Analyse how the use of line, colour and contrast has impacted the aesthetics of your
work.
Extension: Once the work is completed students could use fine liners to add more small details and
patterns in to their work.

